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Abstract: The operational safety characteristics of trains exposed to a strong wind have 
caused great concern in recent years. In the present paper, the effect of the strong gust 
wind on a high-speed train is investigated. A typical gust wind model for any wind angle, 
named “Chinese hat gust wind model”, was first constructed, and an algorithm for 
computing the aerodynamic loads was elaborated accordingly. A vehicle system dynamic 
model was then set up in order to investigate the vehicle system dynamic characteristics. 
The assessment of the operational safety has been conducted by means of characteristic 
wind curves (CWC). As some of the parameters of the wind-train system were difficult to 
measure, we also investigated the impact of the uncertain system parameters on the CWC. 
Results indicate that, the descending order of the operational safety index of the vehicle 
for each wind angle is 90°-60°-120°-30°-150°, and the worst condition for the operational 
safety occurs when the wind angle reaches around 90°. According to our findings, the 
gust factor and aerodynamic side force coefficient have great impact on the critical wind 
speed. Thus, these two parameters require special attention when considering the 
operational safety of a railway vehicle subjected to strong gust wind. 
 
Keywords: Operational safety, high-speed train, gust wind, aerodynamic loads, 
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1 Introduction 
In recent years, the railway vehicle shows a trend of higher speed and lighter weight. This 
development is advantageous for energy consumption and acceleration, but very 
unfavorable for safe operation. Firstly, the high driving speed amplifies the aerodynamic 
performance of the train, especially for crosswind stability [Mao, Xi, Gao et al. (2014); 
Yan, Chen and Li (2018)]. Moreover, a lighter vehicle is more endangered by strong 
crosswind [Kikuchi and Suzuki (2015)]. The topic of crosswind stability of railway 
vehicle has caused much concern in recent years. The assessment of the wind stability of 
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a railway vehicle consists of the aerodynamic characteristics and the vehicle system 
dynamic characteristics. Dorigatti et al. undertook the static and moving experiments so 
as to analyze the aerodynamic characteristics of the train when subjected to crosswind, 
and gave detailed pressure measurements on the train nose [Dorigatti, Sterling, Baker et 
al. (2015)]. Munoz-Paniagua et al. investigated the influence of EARSM, SAS and 
IDDES turbulence models on the train aerodynamics (aerodynamic force coefficients, 
pressure distribution, flow structure, etc.) under crosswind [Munoz-Paniagua, García and 
Lehugeur (2017)]. Cheli et al. combined wind tunnel test and numerical calculation so as 
to obtain the optimal train shape in terms of crosswind stability [Cheli, Ripamonti and 
Rocchi (2010)]. The aerodynamic loads are then input into a dynamic model of the train 
to evaluate the characteristic wind curves (CWC), which is a series of wind speeds that 
the vehicle can tolerate before exceeding the permissible values of the safety index. 
Giappino et al. measured the aerodynamic force coefficients of a railway vehicle exposed 
to crosswinds, and evaluated the overturning risks based on the static equilibrium 
[Giappino, Rocchi, Schito et al. (2016)]. Chen et al. set up a dynamic model of the wind-
train-rail system and discussed the dynamic performance [Chen and Xu (2014)]. 
In the crosswind stability analysis of the vehicle, the accurate simulation of natural wind 
is critical for the evaluation results. In most of the work mentioned above, the crosswind 
stability analysis was performed using a steady wind flow. The steady wind cannot reflect 
the transient characteristics of real wind. Therefore, a statistically typical gust has gained 
much attention, which is defined as an analytical function of time. In EN 14067-6 [EN 
14067-6 (2010)], a gust wind model obtained by meteorological measurements, was 
depicted specifically. Kozmar et al. experimentally measured the unsteady aerodynamic 
loads of a train operating on a bridge exposed to gusty bora winds [Kozmar, Butler and 
Kareem (2012)]. Lv studied the aerodynamic performance of a high-speed train using 
different gust models, and evaluated the operational safety of the train based on multi-
body dynamics theory [Lv (2016)]. Li et al. analyzed the dynamic characteristics of a 
railway vehicle under wind shear condition, and found that the safety indexes increased 
when the time interval of the wind shear decreased [Li, Zhang, Zou et al. (2014)]. 
However, in most of the previous study, the wind velocity was assumed to be normal to 
the track (the wind angle is 90°), and the variation of the wind direction was usually 
neglected. Moreover, some of the parameters of the wind-train system, such as the gust 
factor, gust duration, aerodynamic coefficients, usually have a relatively low precision for 
measurement or CFD calculation. The uncertainties and variability of the system 
parameters are normally neglected. A systematic analysis of the operational safety 
characteristics of the train subjected to a gust needs to be performed. Therefore, in this 
study, a typical gust wind model applied to any wind direction is constructed to conduct 
the operational safety evaluation of a railway vehicle. In particular, uncertain system 
parameters, such as the aerodynamic force/moment coefficients, gust duration and gust 
factor are discussed to investigate their impact on the operational safety. 

2 Gust wind model 
The coordinate system of the gust wind is drawn in Fig. 1. The x-axis is parallel to track. 
The angle between main wind direction w and railway track is defined as the wind angle  
α . Turbulence produces disturbances to the amplitude and the direction of the wind. The 
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deviations from the main wind direction are described by the components uw′  and vw′ , 
which are parallel and perpendicular to the main wind direction, respectively. 

 

Figure 1: Coordinate system 

The gust wind is a simplification of natural wind, and it can be defined by a function 
varying with time. Exponential shape is widely used as it is derived from the real wind 
data. The Chinese hat gust wind is an instance of the exponential shape [EN 14067-6 
(2010)], which is shown in Fig. 2. In order to describe the fluctuating characteristics of 
gust wind, two parameters which are the gust factor and gust duration need to be defined. 

 

Figure 2: Gust wind scenario 

The gust factor G is the ratio of peak wind speed ŵ  to mean wind speed w   

w
wG
ˆ

=                                                                                                                                (1) 

The gust duration T can be computed by the power spectral density of natural wind, and 
the expression is [EN 14067-6 (2010)] 
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where, Sw(n) is the power spectral density of natural wind, n is frequency, n1 and n2 are 
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respectively lower and upper limit of frequency. The gust duration is a function mainly 
dependent on the mean wind speed, which can be solved numerically by performing a 
trapezoidal numerical integration using suitable resolution of the frequency range.  
The von Karman spectral is adopted to simulate the wind characteristics, which is 
computed from: 
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where, wσ  is standard deviation of the wind speed; x
wL  is the longitudinal integral length 

scale. 
The characteristic frequency of the gust wind is computed from the gust duration 
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where, f  is the characteristic frequency of the gust wind. 
With the characteristic frequency, the wind speeds of the longitudinal component along 
and across the track are 
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where, wx is the wind speed of the longitudinal component along the track; wy is the wind 
speed of the longitudinal component across the track; x~  is the distance from the position 
of the peak gust wind speed, and it can be calculated by, 

mttvx −=~ , [ ]43,ttt∈                                                                                                         (7) 

where, tm is the time corresponding to the peak gust wind speed.  
The gust wind perpendicular to the track is computed by 
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The gust wind speed is to be low-pass filtered through the approach of moving spatial 
average. The window size is the length of a vehicle, and the spatial step size should be 
smaller than 0.5 m [EN 14067-6 (2010)].  

3 Computational algorithms of aerodynamic loads  
Fig. 3 gives the velocity diagram of the vehicle speed v, wind speed w and wind angle α . 
The wind speed relative to the vehicle is defined as synthetic wind speed u, and the angle 
between the synthetic wind speed and the track is defined as yaw angle β.  
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Figure 3: Velocity vectors 

The synthetic wind speed and yaw angle are given by 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )222 sincos αα twtwtvtu ++=                                                                               (9) 
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The aerodynamic force and moment can be expressed by the aerodynamic force 
coefficient and moment coefficient as follows 
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where, F and M are aerodynamic force and moment, respectively; CF and CM are force 
coefficient and moment coefficient, respectively; ρ is air density; A is reference area, 
A=10 m2; h is reference  height, h=3 m.  
The aerodynamic force coefficient CF (β) and aerodynamic moment coefficient CM (β) can 
be determined by the wind tunnel test or computational fluid dynamic method, for a 
variety of yaw angles. In the present paper, the numerical wind tunnel method is used to 
obtain the side force coefficient CFs, lift force coefficient CFl, rolling moment coefficient 
CMr, yaw moment coefficient CMy, and pitch moment coefficient CMp of a high-speed train, 
see Fig. 4 [Yu, Zhang and Zhang (2012); Yu, Jiang, Zhang et al. (2019)]. 
For the gust wind model, the gust wind speed is a function of time, thus the synthetic 
wind speed u and yaw angle β are instantaneous variables. Based on the quasi-steady 
theory, the fluctuations of aerodynamic loads are consistent with the wind fluctuations 
[EN 14067-6 (2010); Li, Zhang, Zou et al. (2014); Yu, Jiang, Zhang et al. (2019)]. The 
aerodynamic force and moment are respectively evaluated by the following equations,  
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Figure 4: Aerodynamic coefficients 

4 Vehicle system dynamic model 
The commercial software SIMPACK is used to set up a vehicle system dynamic model, 
which is shown in Fig. 5. The carbody, bogies, wheelsets, etc., are considered as rigid 
bodies, and the whole vehicle system dynamic model has 50 degrees of freedoms [Yu, 
Liu, Liu et al. (2016)]. The bogie and wheelsets are connected by the first suspension 
system, and the carbody and bogie are connected by the secondary suspension system. 
The suspension system in the vehicle system dynamic model is constructed with force 
elements. As to the wheel-rail contact, the worn profile tread and T60 Rail are used. A 
measured track irregularity of an actual Chinese high-speed railway is used in this study. 

 

Figure 5:  Vehicle dynamic model 

The aerodynamic loads, which have been depicted in Section 3, are input into the vehicle 
dynamic model to conduct dynamic simulation. The operational safety characteristics of a 
railway vehicle can be evaluated in terms of characteristic wind curves (CWC), which is 
defined as the critical wind speed causing the vehicle to exceed the limit value of the 
operational safety index for each train speed. The load reduction factor is widely used by 
researchers because it is accessible and can be obtained from measured wheel force data 
[EN 14067-6 (2010); Yu (2014); Yu, Liu, Liu et al. (2016)], which is  

8.0/ <∆ PP                                                                                                                      (15) 
where P∆  is reduction amount of vertical wheel load, and P  is average vertical wheel 
load of the left and right wheel. The load reduction factor shall be 2 Hz low-pass filtered. 
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5 Numerical computation analysis 
In the simulation, the train speed is 200 km/h, 250 km/h, 300 km/h, 350 km/h and 400 
km/h, the mean wind speed is 10 m/s, 15 m/s, 20 m/s, 25 m/s and 30 m/s, the wind angle 
is 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°,  and 150°, respectively. A symmetrical gust wind model was 
established in the present paper, and t1=3 s, t2=5 s, t3=10 s, tm=15 s, t4=20 s, t5=25 s, t6=27 
s, t7=30 s. 
Fig. 6 shows the gust wind under different wind angles for the mean wind speed of 20 
m/s, the y-coordinate is the ratio of the gust wind speed to the mean wind speed, which 
can reflect the fluctuation of the wind. As shown in Fig. 6, the peak value of the gust 
wind corresponding to the wind angle of 90° has minimum value. As the wind angle is 
farther away from 90°, the ratio of the peak wind speed to the mean value becomes larger. 
In addition, as is shown in Eqs. (8), (9) and (11), the gust wind time histories are the same 
with respect to the two wind angles of 90° symmetry. What should be noticed is that, the 
simulated peak value is smaller than the theoretical peak value ŵ  (the corresponding 
ratio is 1.6946) as a result of filtering. 

 

Figure 6: Wind speed ratio under different wind angles 

Fig. 7 shows the gust wind under different mean wind speeds for the wind angle of 90°, the 
y-coordinate is the same as that of Fig. 6. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that, the ratio of the peak 
wind speed to the mean value becomes larger with the increasing of the mean wind speed. 

 

Figure 7: Wind speed ratio under different mean wind speeds 
Fig. 8 shows the aerodynamic side force for a variety of wind angles, when the train 
speed is 300 km/h and the mean wind speed is 20 m/s. The y-coordinate is the ratio of the 
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side force to the mean value. As shown in Fig. 8, when the wind angle swings to 0°, the 
ratio of the peak side force to the mean becomes larger. What should be noticed is that, as 
the mean side forces for each wind angle are different, the side force corresponding to the 
wind angle of 90° reach the maximum, the descending order of side force for each wind 
angle is 90°-60°-120°-30°-150°, as shown in Fig. 9. 

 

Figure 8: Aerodynamic side force ratio under different wind angles 

 

Figure 9: Aerodynamic side force under different wind angles 

Fig. 10 shows the aerodynamic side force under different mean wind speeds when the 
train speed is 300 km/h and the wind angle is 90°, the y-coordinate is the same as that of 
Fig. 8. As is illustrated in Fig. 10, the ratio of the peak side force to the mean value 
becomes larger when the mean wind speed increases.  

 

Figure 10: Aerodynamic side force ratio under different mean wind speeds 

Fig. 11 shows the load reduction factor under different wind angles when the train speed 
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is 300 km/h and the mean wind speed is 20 m/s. As shown in Fig. 11, the wind angle has 
great influence on the load reduction factor, which reaches the maximum when the wind 
angle is 90°, and the descending order of the load reduction factor for each wind angle is 
90°-60°-120°-30°-150°. From Fig. 11, the worst condition occurs when the wind angle 
reaches somewhere around 90°. Thus, the pure crosswind, i.e., the wind angle of 90° is 
mainly considered below. 

                    

Figure 11: Safety index-wind angle            Figure 12: Safety index-mean wind speed 

Fig. 12 shows the load reduction factor under different mean wind speeds and train 
speeds for the wind angle of 90°, the horizontal dash line corresponds to the limit of load 
reduction factor. As shown in Fig. 12, the load reduction increases with the increasing of 
the mean wind speed and the train speed. The intersection points of the dash line with 
each curve can be obtained, which indicates the maximum allowable wind speed that the 
train can withstand. Therefore, the CWC of the high-speed train exposed to gust wind can 
be obtained, which is shown in Fig. 13. 

   

Figure 13: CWC 

However, some parameters in the wind-train system are difficult to measure and have a 
relatively low level of accuracy. Therefore, in this paper, the impact of the gust factor, 
gust duration, and aerodynamic coefficients on the critical wind speed of the high-speed 
train exposed to gust wind are examined. Fig. 14 shows the influence of each system 
parameter on the ratio of the critical wind speed when the train speed is 300 km/h and the 
wind angle is 90°. The values of each system parameter are changed individually from-
10% to 10% (5% intervals), and the critical wind speed ratio on the vertical axis is 
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defined as the ratio of the critical wind speeds corresponding to uncertain system 
parameters to the ones corresponding to the original system parameters.  

 

Figure 14: Influence of system parameter on critical wind speed ratio  

From Fig. 14, the gust factor has the most significant influence on the critical wind speed 
ratio, followed by the aerodynamic side force coefficient, while other system parameters 
have relatively small influence. Within the range of -10% to 10%, the critical wind speed 
ratio shows certain nonlinear characteristics for the gust factor and side force coefficient, 
and almost linear relation for the other system parameters studied in this paper. Therefore, 
due to the relatively low precision for measurement or CFD calculation, the gust factor 
and aerodynamic side force coefficient require great concern when performing 
operational safety assessment of railway vehicle subjected to strong gust wind. 

6 Conclusions 
Crosswind stability of the railway vehicle has caused much concern in recent years. In 
the present paper, a typical gust wind model for any wind direction is constructed to 
study the operational safety characteristics of the high-speed train. In addition, the 
influence of system parameters, such as the gust factor, gust duration and aerodynamic 
coefficients, on the operational safety of the high-speed train is studied. According to the 
simulation results, the conclusions are as follows: 
(1) The ratio of peak value to mean value of the wind speed increases when the mean 
wind speed increases or the wind angle swings far away from 90°. 
(2) The descending order of the operational safety index of the train for various wind 
angles is 90°-60°-120°-30°-150°, and the worst condition occurs when the wind angle 
reaches around 90°. 
(3) The gust factor and aerodynamic side force coefficient have significant impact on 
critical wind speed, while the gust duration, lift force coefficient and aerodynamic 
moment coefficient have relatively small impact on critical wind speed. The gust factor 
and aerodynamic side force coefficient require great attention when performing 
operational safety assessment of a railway vehicle subjected to strong gust wind. 
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